Hunting for hot dogs

Campus Dining has taken away the Al Fresco hot dog stand until a permanent location can be found.

Garrett Leight

What ever happened to those hot dogs sold on Dexter Lawn? Campus Dining employee Kurt Metcalf spent last year selling Nathan's Hot Dogs from the Al Fresco stand to hungry students en route to class. Al Fresco left campus in June and has many students wondering where it went.

"I love those wiener. I used to always get a dog or two in between classes," landscape architecture junior Nathan Brodie said. "Tapango's nachos don't even compare to those dogs."

It seems that students who spend most of their time on the south side of campus near Dexter Lawn and in Kennedy Library do not want to walk to The Avenue for the hot dogs.

"The demand was high," agriculture sophomore Lauren Friedman said. "Why the hell did they take it away?"

Campus Dining Director Alan Cashman said the hot dog stand was taken away until they can find a permanent location, so the stand can build an identity.

Metcalf, who currently works at Campus Market and athletic events, is brainstorming plans for the hot dog stand that's set to re-open next fall. He said he is excited about the project and cannot wait to bring it back to students.

"This is something this campus really needs," Metcalf said. "Students are tired of eating at the Lighthouse and The Avenue."

Metcalf said he is striving to find the right equipment and location. One of his ideas is to have an electric catering cart like those at golf stands. See Stand, page 2.

Civil engineering senior Mike Motroni is the current president of the Interfraternity Council and College Republicans and is on the ASI Board of Directors.

"I want to increase the voice and leverage of the student body,\" Motroni said. "Outreach and student advocacy are the top two highlights for my campaign."

Civil engineering senior Mike Motroni is the current president of the Interfraternity Council and College Republicans and is on the ASI Board of Directors.

"I want to talk to and maintain open lines of communication with the leadership on campus to get their focal point on students and student needs,\" Motroni said. "I want to increase the voice and leverage of the students within the university and within the community,\" Middlestadt said. "This can happen by elevating other student voices in the decision-making process at Cal Poly.\"

Architectural engineering senior Tyler Middlesstadt was on the architecture board of directors, is heavily involved in sustainability efforts and is currently the ASI vice president.

Searching for creative solutions and aspiring to increase student empowerment on campus is ASI presidential candidate and architectural engineering senior Mike Motroni.

"I want to increase the voice and leverage of the student body,\" Motroni said. "Outreach and student advocacy are the top two highlights for my campaign.\" See Motroni, page 2.
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HEALTHWORKS challenged the United States and of their lives. satellite tracking devices for the rest nuclear arsenals irreversibly to just the toughest child-sex laws in the child molesters and requiring many a law imposing tougher penalties on girl. Gov. Jeb Bush on Monday signed into law a bill requiring public schools and graduate assistants in the Academif Student have been negotiating since August. has announced a possible strike.

INFORMATION NEWS

UNITED NATIONS — Secretary-General Kofi Annan challenged the United States and Russia on Monday to slash their child molestors and requiring many a law imposing tougher penalties on girl. Gov. Jeb Bush on Monday signed into law a bill requiring public schools and graduate assistants in the Academif Student have been negotiating since August. has announced a possible strike.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A car bomb exploded in an upscale shopping district of Baghdad on Monday, killing at least six Iraqis and setting fire to an apartment building, in a surge of violence that has left at least 130 people dead since a new government was formed last week. Striking energy chief followed with an offer of national fuel supplies. The 22-year-old Army reservist appeared in court this morning to enter a plea of not guilty. The boy, who will not be identified due to his age, denied a murder charge. Yason said he has given the 32-year-old Wilbanks her ring back — she had left it at the house — and said they still planned to marry.

IN OTHER NEWS

FARGO, N.D. — Police arrested a 21-year-old man early Saturday after he allegedly assaulted a pizza delivery driver who refused to take marijuana as payment for a pie, police said. The man, charged with robbery, was released from the Cass County Jail after posting $8,000 bond. Pizza Patrol driver Atif Yasin thought the man was asleep when he arrived to deliver a medium pizza and 20-ounce soda. After knocking a few times and calling the man on his cell phone, Yasin said he answered the door in his boxers. The man took the pizza, spent a few minutes looking for money and then offered to pay with marijuana, Yasin said. Yason said he tells the man that he either needed money or the pizza, the man began to yell and pushed him and punched him in the face. After calling police and waiting for officers to arrive, Yasin delivered two more orders that were waiting in his car. Officers who arrested the man said he was intoxicated, Sgt. Shannon Ruzioka said. Because the man is accused of assaulting Yasin while committing a theft, he was arrested on suspicion of robbery, Ruzioka said.
Experts: Saving money needs to be a bigger priority for young adults

With credit card debt and student loans piling up, more twentysomethings will never be able to buy a home

Martin Irvine
Associated Press

CHICAGO — At 24, Jeffrey Berman is in better financial shape than many of his peers. He has no student loans and about $1,200 in credit card debt, which he plans to pay off with his income tax return. He also just started contributing $50 each month to his 401(k).

Berman knows he should be saving more money. In a time when more companies are cutting pensions and Social Security remains a question mark, financial experts would agree.

"The twenty-something generation, more than any other generation, is going to be left to fend for itself," said Bill Berman, who graduated from Syracuse University two years ago and now lives in Los Angeles, where he works as an assistant to an entertainment studio executive. "It's a real shock getting out into the real world."

Growing up in the comfort of more prosperous times has made the adjustment that much more difficult for this generation, one expert says.

"Through high school, the stock market was doing great, unemployment was low," says Catherine Williams, the Chicago-based vice president of financial literacy for Money Management International, a consumer credit counseling service. "That caused many young people to have high expectations about their own financial futures."

One example of the financial pinch: Student loan balances for the average college graduate were $18,900 in 2002, more than double the amount a decade earlier, even when adjusted for inflation, according to researchers at Demos, a nonpartisan public policy group. Their analysis of the most recent Federal Reserve data available also found that average credit card debt for adults age 24 to 34 was $4,088 in 2001, an increase of 55 percent since 1992.

While some data indicates the current generation is saving more than previous groups of twentysomethings, a 2004 study by Demos, a nonpartisan public policy group, found that average credit card debt for adults age 24 to 34 was $4,088 in 2001, an increase of 55 percent since 1992.

The rest of her pay goes to more immediate concerns, including a car that breaks down "every other month" and to the credit card debt she just can't seem to shake.

"I always get the idea in the back of my mind that at least I have a job and I'll be able to pay off the credit card later on. But of course, it never happens," said Mott, who has yet to enroll in her company's 401(k).

Other twentysomethings, including 23-year-old Michael Wilford, fear that credit card debt will keep them from ever buying a home.

"I'll know when I know now; I never would have gotten myself into the debt that I am still struggling to climb out of," said Michael Wilford, an aspiring author in Cape Neddick, Maine, who works at an electronics store to make ends meet.

"If I knew then what I know now, I would never have gotten myself into the debt that I am still struggling to climb out of," said Michael Wilford, an aspiring author in Cape Neddick, Maine, who works at an electronics store to make ends meet. Wilford got his first credit card at age 18, and now suggests that no one younger than 21 should have access to one. He and others say they also wish they had a chance to take classes that would teach them to better handle their finances at a young age.

For Lis Dowd, a 24-year-old paralegal in St. Louis who plans to go to law school, it's hard to envision life beyond her immediate goals: "I don't sit around and think about when I'm 60."

She says it's been more helpful to receive tangible, practical advice—namely from financial experts who've suggested placing a set amount of money into an interest-bearing account each week, even if that amount is small right now.

For Berman, the 24-year-old in Los Angeles, it took an honest review of his finances, which revealed that he was spending too much money eating out at restaurants. To remedy that, he recently started buying more groceries so he can cook for himself.

"That if I don't start trying to save more now, he says, "when am I going to start?"
**Action abounds in 'XXX' sequel**

Amanda Strachan
MUSTING DAILY

Despite the triple X title, the sequel "XXX: State of the Union," bares little resemblance to the original film. That is not to say that this is a waste of $8 and an hour and a half of moviegoers' time: "State of the Union" is still fast-paced and entertaining action movies in the arena right now.

"State of the Union" carries all of the trademarks features moviegoers expect from a film starring Ice Cube; light on plot and heavy on exploitation.

In the original "Triple X," Xander Cage (Vin Diesel), or X as he is called by his friends, is a tattooed professional X Games athlete. Cage is a nonconformist turned secret agent who must save the world from Russian terrorists. No top-scoring sniper, urban recon or ex-navy seal, just a quick-witted, muscular skateboarder deeply imbedded in hard rock subculture with a distain for authority.

Diesel was perfectly cast for the role and backed up by Samuel L. Jackson in the role of Agent Gibbons. The original "Triple X" movie is further backed up by an incredible rock and rap sound track. With a movie this spectacular, why not create a sequel?

There was just one problem: Diesel was either unswilling or unavailable.

So Revolution studios did the same thing they did with "The Fast and the Furious"; they made a sequel with out the star. The resulting film has a completely different feel. Much time was put in trying to explain why Diesel was no where to be found, and to some extent it worked.

Despite all the m-packing details a critic can find to complain about, the "State of the Union" is entertaining packed with action from start to finish. Thirty seconds after the opening credits, the body count begins to rise. Agent Gibbons (Jackson) and Agent Shavers (the care package from the first movie) escape an attack on the NSA headquarters, only to discover that Secretary of Defense Decker (Willem Defoe) may be planning an attack on the White House. Cut off from the government, Gibbons looks to his past for someone hard-core with attitude and comes up with Dee (Ice Cube), an ex-military convict in the prison system.

Together, the three saviors of democracy team up with gangster car thieves to battle the might of the U.S. military. The result is a series of fast-paced scenes that remind the audience of a James Bond film.

The most distinguishable part of the movie are the fight scenes. Typically there are two types of fight scenes; those choreographed out of reality and shot with such a jerky camera it's hard to tell what's going on. "State of the Union" doesn't do other. The scenes are clear with rough and tumble fighting. The characters don't dodge each other's punches; instead they use anything within reach to knock one another around.

One thing worth knocking about the film is the mower attempt at a romantic sub-plot. Free from prison, Dee seeks out Nona (Lola Jackson), his former girlfriend. The two reminisce about time spent in the back seat of Dee's car and spent the movie tearing up cars together.

In the end, their relationship is summed up, leaving Nona's character pretty much unnecessary.

---

**Hitchhiker's: A guide to quality book adaptations**

Jonathan Drake
MUSTING DAILY

You woke up and walk downstairs to find that your house is about to be demolished to make way for a free­ way bypass. Sounds like the beginning of a very bad day.

Unfortunately, it gets worse. Your best friend turns out to be an alien of a very bad day.

Arthur Dent (Martin Freeman,) and his best friend Ford Prefect (rap­ per Mack Creat) escape by means of hitching a ride on one of the ships to the universe, and the five other books that made him manically-depressed. This is the source of much of the dry, witty humor throughout the film.

Typically there are two types of fight scenes; those choreographed out of reality and shot with such a jerky camera it's hard to tell what's going on. "State of the Union" doesn't do other. The scenes are clear with rough and tumble fighting. The characters don't dodge each other's punches; instead they use anything within reach to knock one another around.

One thing worth knocking about the film is the mower attempt at a romantic sub-plot. Free from prison, Dee seeks out Nona (Lola Jackson), his former girlfriend. The two reminisce about time spent in the back seat of Dee's car and spent the movie tearing up cars together.

In the end, their relationship is summed up, leaving Nona's character pretty much unnecessary.

---

**Valencia Townhouse Apartment Living for Students**

Great Amenities...

- Your Own Bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
- Each Bedroom is Individually Leased
- Fitness Center and Heated Pool
- Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
- Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong
- TV Lounge with 72" Big Screen and VCR
- Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
- On SLO City Bus Route
- Convenient Leasing Options
- Reduced Noise Hours After 10PM
- GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades
- Full-time Maintenance Department
- 24 Hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
- NEW! Credit Card Payments Now Accepted

Walking distance to Campus!

On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm & Saturdays 10am - 2pm
Poly Open House Weekend: Saturday & Sunday 10am-4pm

555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405

Bolton passes the presidential torch

Right when you were about to party because you thought that voting was over, you have one more opportunity. It’s not just at the referenda or the marketplace, it’s time to vote on the next student body president. Historically, the president has had the lowest voter turnout, but why? It’s time to determine who represents you to the city, university and state legislature? Isn’t it important that you elect someone with realistic goals they can accomplish in their one year term? I would argue the position of the ASI president is critical and the turnout should be just as high as the fee referenda.

The ASI student government has a budget. The president determines how much and where that money is distributed among other ASI officers. This isn’t ASI, the ASI president doesn’t put on dances, they have numerous responsibilities within ASI, the university, the community and the state. Before you vote, let me give you some food for thought on questions you should be asking yourself: what are the president’s issues and do they affect me? Can the president realistically carry out those goals in one year and do they have the energy to accomplish them? What experience does the president have and do I resonate with that person’s involvement? Does that president have integrity? Will that president reach out to students and be approachable?

The president not only has the responsibilities of being a leader within the corporation of the Associated Students, but will be your representative to faculty, staff, administration and any external bodies of the university. That is why this position is important to consider and vote accordingly. In speeches to faculty, staff, administration and any external bodies of the university. That is why voting is important. Is this the leader that you would want to see tomorrow, make sure you check out the president’s Web sites, issue, face book groups and voter information. You never know if you will face an important issue in which you will need a student advocate to work on your behalf. Of course the president isn’t the only position you will be voting on; the ASI Board of Directors are representatives elected through your college to serve as student advocates, as well as the decision-making body for ASI. The Board of Directors determines the corporate policy of ASI, represents student voices through resolutions and allocates ASI resources through the budget. Don’t overlook those elected officials as they have the ability to make progress for students. Many things are accomplished through student initiatives and your elected ASI president and Board of Directors can make it happen.

Must Bolton is the ASI president who believes more footwork on the part of the executive staff will keep ASI accountable to the students. He identified his greatest strength as the ability to facilitate discussion among people with varying opinions. If elected, Bolton said he will try to raise the level of respect and equity on campus, advocating the voice of minority communities at Cal Poly. Bolton’s campaign strategy centered around providing an artistic appeal to students, by allowing them to decorate T-shirts with stencils and spray paint. This also allowed him to keep costs low. In addition, Bolton said that if elected, he will dedicate more of his own money for his campaign and collected $130 from family members. He will spend a total of $1,100 in a quest for the presidency. Bolton’s campaign strategy centered around providing an artistic appeal to students, by allowing them to decorate T-shirts with stencils and spray paint. This also allowed him to keep costs low. In addition, Bolton said that if elected, he will dedicate more of his own money for his campaign and collected $130 from family members. He will spend a total of $1,100 in a quest for the presidency. Bolton’s campaign strategy centered around providing an artistic appeal to students, by allowing them to decorate T-shirts with stencils and spray paint. This also allowed him to keep costs low. In addition, Bolton said that if elected, he will dedicate more of his own money for his campaign and collected $130 from family members. He will spend a total of $1,100 in a quest for the presidency. Bolton’s campaign strategy centered around providing an artistic appeal to students, by allowing them to decorate T-shirts with stencils and spray paint. This also allowed him to keep costs low. In addition, Bolton said that if elected, he will dedicate more of his own money for his campaign and collected $130 from family members. He will spend a total of $1,100 in a quest for the presidency.
beer continued from page 8 policy, but Cal Poly baseball games continue to have the family fun atmosphere. There were no rowdy college students, no fights broke out, there was no profanity, no obscenities. There was hardly a plastic cup littered.

"It's a family atmosphere," communications senior Chad Jackel said. "There are more adults here having a good time than students because it's such a good venue for families." The drunkest fan at the game was at Kraker's Corner in the sponsor's section, an area that has been selling beer all season. He was just merely stumbling around and stuffing down hot dogs, nothing the kids haven't seen before.

If Cal Poly officials decide to keep the new policy, they can expect to continue to rack it in the dough. One fan said he was having a great time, except that he had so many beers, that he just kept buying hot dogs too. San Diego State, USC and Sonoma State have all been successful in their beer sales at games. Cal Poly is certainly off to a good start so far.

"Selling beer at the baseball games is an amazing idea," agriculture senior Rachel Medeiros said. "It's an incentive to come out to the game." Medeiros said that she hadn't been to a game all year, but she would make it back for the final two home series of the year. Beer might be just what Cal Poly baseball was missing. It's obviously not the winning streak as the team has been beating up on opponents all year including ousting in opponent 32-2 over the weekend.

Even with the blowouts, 3,391 fans attended Baggett Stadium over the weekend, and, at least on Sunday, not one citation was given to any fan.

Overall, the sale of beer made more fans come out to the game. It put a smile on the faces of the parents that bring their kids to the games every weekend. They could finally enjoy an ice cold beer while their children ran around chasing foul balls.

"This is exactly what the baseball games were missing," Medeiros said.

---

**SPORTS**

**The Athletic's Turn**

This week's spotlight on... Track and field's Kelly Dall

---

**CLASSIFIED**

**HELP WANTED**

- FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
  - Day camp counselors needed. Call for details. 1-800-814-5554.
- Day Camps Seek Summer Staff. San Fernando and Conejo Valley. $800-$1,700. 1-888-784-CAMP (2267). www.workatcamp.com/slo

**RENTAL HOUSING**

- Day camps in Palo Alto. CA 4 or 8 week positions. www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

---

**Turn Table Tuesdays**

- Live DJs
- 9AM-3PM every Sunday
- www.turntabletuesdays.com

---

**The New York Times Crossword**

**ACROSS**


**DOWN**
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FIVE-WAY MADNESS

The track and field team had its last meet preceding next week’s Big West Championships, posting 12 victories at its own Cal Poly Five-Way.

New Cal Poly athletes and three Mustang relay teams won events at the meet, held Saturday on the Cal Poly campus, with Sharon Day missing on a chance to tie the school record in the high jump. Meanwhile, the men’s and women’s teams had five victories collectively.

Fresno State, UC Santa Barbara, Cal State Northridge and Sac State also competed. The Cal Poly men’s team fell only to Fresno State, 98-89, beating UC Santa Barbara 96-91, Northridge 90-85 and Sac State 99-84. Meanwhile, the women beat Northridge 89-79 and Sac State 104-75 while they fell to Fresno State 99-87 and UC Santa Barbara 95-87.

Day won the high jump with a season-best 6-02.75. However, the sophomore could not clear the school record of 6-04.00 on three attempts. Among the women, Kelly Dahl also posted a career best 13-02.2 in winning the pole vault while Cortney Stafford won the

see Five-Way, page 8

More hot dogs, more fans, more fun with beer at Baggett

Garrett Leight

It was almost like any other game at Baggett Stadium. The sun was out, there were kids running around chasing foul balls and fans were eating hot dogs and ice cream. The only difference is that fans were washing it all down with ice cold Coors Light.

How Cal Poly could go this long without serving beer at a baseball game is a mystery. Beer and baseball go together like bread and butter. So, what were they all worried about?

Stacia Momburg said that the weekend went smoothly and authorities never expected any problems.

Momburg and authorities are right; there were no problems and it’s likely there will be no problems in the upcoming series against Cal State Fullerton.

Some problems that sporting events have experienced are fights between fans of opposing teams and obscenities yelled within the vicinity of children. Obviously, this could be a problem if students were to take advantage of the new

see Beer, page 7